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 The following guide should be referenced when creating a Marketplace uStore. The visual style standards reflect 

the universities messaging and brand profile language. For additional information on visual standards and style please 

refer to http://brand.gmu.edu/visual-identity-and-style/overview/.  Fiscal Services reserves the right to remove any 

images deemed inappropriate and/or disable the entire store.  

Store Home Page Layout 
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Photo Format: Photo’s should be in focus and not blurry. Size photos correctly to avoid a stretched or warped 

appearance. Maximum file size is 250000 bytes. File type JPEG, GIF, or PNG only. DO NOT upload offensive, 

inappropriate or controversial photos. Every effort should be made to maintain the Mason brand. 

 Hero Image – Large image displayed on the store home page. 1140 W x 320 H 

 Product/Category Image(s) – Thumbnail image 80 W x 80 H  

 Mall Storefront Tile Image – The store image that will display on the Mason Marketplace Mall, alongside the 

other stores. 190 W x 190 H 

 QR Code – a QR code may be added. It is recommended that the QR code be set to small or medium. File type 

JPEG, GIF, BMP, PDF or PNG only.  

 A collection of formatted images is available for use at: https://fiscal.gmu.edu/mason-marketplace-images/  

 

http://brand.gmu.edu/visual-identity-and-style/overview/
https://fiscal.gmu.edu/mason-marketplace-images/
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Mason Colors & Logo 
Mason green and gold are the primary colors of the university’s visual identify program. Whenever possible, the Mason 

colors should be on full display! Additional color palettes are available at https://brand.gmu.edu/visual-identity-and-

style/color/. There are several Mason logo’s available for download here: https://brand.gmu.edu/downloads/. Make 

sure that the proper size is selected and the correct aspect ratio is maintained – You don’t want the logo to look fuzzy or 

stretched!  

 

 
Editorial Style 

 Use “Mason” as a reference to George Mason University. Do not use “GMU.” Example: Mason graduates are 

highly successful.  

 Do not capitalize the words “university, college or school” unless used as a part of the official name or the first 

word of a sentence. Example: The university is closed on Friday. 

 Capitalize the formal and informal names of Mason academic departments. Lowercase the department names 

of other universities. Example: Department of Climate Dynamics.  

 Do not capitalize academic years. Example: senior, junior, freshman. 

 Spell out a title on first use and acronyms in parenthesis. Acronym may be used thereafter. Example: I use the 

Travel Request System (TRS). Authorizations are approved in the TRS. 

 For time references use “a.m. or p.m.” Example: The conference begins at 9:30 a.m.  

 For date references do not use superscript “nd, th.” Example: Math Camp will start on July 4.  

 Capitalize the names of campus buildings. Capitalize the word “Room” and separate with a comma. Example: 

Mason Hall, Room D217. 

 Use exclamation sparingly, at the end of a sentence, never use more than one. Example: Graduation is right 

around the corner! 

 Seasons and terms are lowercase, even when referring to a specific semester. Example: fall semester, summer. 

 Spell out the following symbols: percent, degrees (temperature), feet, inches, cents, and (do not use &). 

 Lowercase the word “web.” The “http://” is not needed. Lowercase “website.” Check all web addresses links! 

 

 

 

https://brand.gmu.edu/visual-identity-and-style/color/
https://brand.gmu.edu/visual-identity-and-style/color/
https://brand.gmu.edu/downloads/
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HTML Basics 

 Marketplace allows for some HTML formatting in paragraph text such as Feature 1, Return Policy, Product 

Descriptions. This means that hyperlinks can be created to other documents or websites. Text can be manipulated to be 

more visually appealing or draw attention. The Store Template Layout has an HTML editor built it. Listed below is some 

basic HTML language that can be used to modify text fields and provide more opportunity to customize the uStore. The 

consumer will not see the HTML code.  Additional HTML tutorials can be found online; one example is 

https://www.w3schools.com/html/default.asp.  

 HTML begin with a command inside the tags < >. To end the command you close the tag </ >. Tags can be 

continuous with plain text. Example: <b>Important</b> information about your <em>account</em>.  

 Heading tags: <h1> to <h6> with <h1> being the largest size. Example: <h1>Title</h1><h2>Subtitle</h2> 

 Bold: <b>BOLD</b>. Italics: <em>Italics</em>.  

 Color: <font color=”color”>Color Change</font>. Example: <font color=”red”>Red is cool.</font> 

 Hyperlink: <a href=”link to online document”>Hyperlink text</a>. The hyperlink text should be the document 

description. Example: <a href=https://fiscal.gmu.edu/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/Fiscal-Services-News-

JUNE.pdf> June Training Calendar</a>.  

 Email: <a href=”mailto:email@email.com”>Persons name</a>. Example: <a href 

=”mailto:hstrange@gmu.edu’>Heather Strange</a> 

 New paragraph or line of text: <p>Start new left align text</p>. 

 Ordered list (1, 2, 3): <ol>Start/End list</ol>. List items: <li>Each item in the list</li>. Example:  

<ol> 

<li>This is the first item</li> 

<li>This is the second item</li> 

<li>this is the third item</li> 

</ol> 

 Unordered list (bullets): <ul>Start/End list</ul>. List items: <li>Each item in the list</li>. Example: 

<ul> 

<li>Bullet item</li> 

<li>Bullet item</li> 

<ul> 

 

Additional Resources 

Mason Marketplace: https://secure.touchnet.com/C20788_ustores/web/index.jsp  

Fiscal Contact for uStore assistance: Denise Groat, dgroat2@gmu.edu, PH: 3-6324 

uStore Formatting Guide:  
 

 

 

https://www.w3schools.com/html/default.asp
https://fiscal.gmu.edu/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/Fiscal-Services-News-JUNE.pdf
https://fiscal.gmu.edu/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/Fiscal-Services-News-JUNE.pdf
mailto:email@email.com
mailto:hstrange@gmu.edu
https://secure.touchnet.com/C20788_ustores/web/index.jsp
mailto:dgroat2@gmu.edu
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HTML Coding Example 
 This is an example of how the HTML may be entered in the uStore fields that allow HTML.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What the customer will see when viewing the uStore. 
 

<h1></h1> 

 

 

<h2></h2> 

 

Plain text line 
 

<p></p>paragraph  
 

<ol>Ordered list 

<li></li> list items 

</ol>End list 
 

<a href>Hyperlink 
to document 

<ul>Bullet list 

<li></li>list items 

</ul>End list 
 

<font color> 


